KRUISWOORDPUZZEL

AANKONDIGING:
DE 9e JAARLIJKSE CONFERENTIE
VAN DE QUANTUMWISKUNDE EN
THEORETISCHE TIJDSMANIPULATIE
(QWTTM)

SUDOKU
Vul de cijfers 1 tot en met 9 in de vakjes. De sudoku is opgelost wanneer de cijfers 1 tot en met 9 ieder één keer voorkomen in elke rij, elke kolom en elk vierkant.

“I believe in engaging and empowering students to learn about issues that are relevant to their lives and communities,” says RadicalMath founder, Jonathan Ose, who taught in a public high school in Brooklyn, New York for six years and now coaches math teachers in a public high school in Las Angeles. “But there were no sources of information for how I could integrate social justice issues into my math classes, so I began writing my own curricula and posting it online.”

Two years later, RadicalMath contains over 800 lesson plans, data sets, and articles, has received over 1,000,000 page views.
Nummer gedeelde gedetineerde
382938872441